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**PRODUCT NAME:** LG and RG Gearboxes

**AFFECTED PART NUMBER:** Gearboxes are configured items used on 8FG, DSD, Qflo, Qmax, Qmax-XS, Qtwo, LGA, and RGA products

In an effort to standardize the secondary cooling tube option on pumps utilizing Hale Products G gearbox, Hale has revised the RG and LG gearboxes to include bosses for the secondary tap. The secondary tap is located above the primary cooler and the profile is as low as possible to minimize interference with pump installation.

**FEATURES**
Secondary cooling tubes are used for applications that require additional gearbox cooling capacity. An example of this might be refineries where the pump is being fed from high pressure, high flow, water systems.

**PRODUCT DETAIL**

**RG Gearbox**
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AVAILABILITY

Immediately